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NUCLEAR REGULATORY COMMISSIONn
j, ?% i,

wAssiwo f oN. o. c. 20sss

k j/ Danuary 8,1991
.....

Docket No. 50-29B
'

Mr. George A. Trevors
Senior Staff Advisor - Nuclear Power Group
Nebraska Public Power District-
Post Office Box 499-
Columbus', Nebraska 68602-0499

Dear Mr. Trevors:

SUBJECT: IMPLEMENTATION OF ALTERNATE ROD INJECTION SYSTEM (ARI) DIVERSITY ,

REQUIREMENTS IN 10 CFR 50.62 (ATWS RULE) FOR BOILING WATER
REACTORS (BWRs)

The NRC's Executive Director for Operations (E00), in a letter dated-
September 20,1990 (Enclosure 1), to Mr. George J. Beck, Chairman of the BWR
Owners Group (BWROG), indicated that the staff's position on ARI trip unit
(TV) diversity was the proper implementation of the ATWS Rule. Specifically,'

the staff's position requires trip units in the ARI to be diverse from the
+ rip units in the reactor trip system (RTS)..

Accordingly, the staff requests you to confirm in writing whether your
plant complies with the staff's position regarding-diversity of TUs.

! between the ARI system and the RTS. To assist you in making this determina-
tion, we are enclosing relevant portions of the staff's submittal to:the
Comittee to Review Generic Requirements (CRGR) (Enclosure 2) and the
Minutes.ofCRGRMeetingNo.189(Enclosure-3),

in the event that your plant does not conform to the staff's position on
-

this matter, you should negotiate a schedule in accordance with .10 CFR
50.62(d) with your project manager.

In his letter to the BWROG, the E00 also indicated that, "it should be
recognized, however, that this is a generic position and the: could be
reason for making exceptions-in specific cases;.however, no re, Jests for

|- relief are currently under review." Requests for relief from this require-
I ment should be submitted in accordance with 10 CFR 50.12.

We request that you respond within 60 days from receipt of this-letter. If.
you have any questions on this matter, please contact the Pro #ct Manager

,

|
for your plant.
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Mr. George A. Trevors -2- -!.
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This request is covered'by Office of Management an'd Budget Clearance Number ]
3150-0011, which expires January 31,1991.- The_ estimated average number of _ '

burden hours is 20 person hours per licensee response, including-searching
data sources, gathering and analyzing the information,|and writing the-
requested reports. Send comments regarding this burden estimate or any
other aspect of this collection of-information,_. including-suggestions for-

_

reducing this-burden, to the-Information and Records-Management Branch.
(MNBB-7714), Division of Information Support Services, Office of'Information
Resources Management, U.S. Nuclear Regulatory Commission, Washington,-D.C.
20555; and to the Paperwork Reduction Project-(3150-0011), =0ffice.-of
Information and Regulatory Affairs, NE0B-3019, Office of Management and
Budget, " .ihington, D.C. 20503.

Sincerely.

"
. CL

- h i omas P. Gwynn', Acting Director.

Project Directorate IV-1-

-Division of Reactor Projects Ill, IV, and V
Office of Nuclear Reactor Regulation

Enclosures:
As stated

4

cc w/ enclosures: - ;

See next page
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* Mr. George A. Trevors
_ .

Nebraska Public Power District Cooper Nuclear Station

CC:

Mr. G. D. Watson, General Counsel
Nebraska-Public Power District
P. O. Box 499
Columbus, Nebraska 68602-0499

Cooper Nuclear Station
ATTN: Mr. John M. Meachtm

Division Manager of Nuclear Operations
P. O. Box 98
Brownville, Nebraska 68321

Dennis Grams, Director
Nebraska Department of Environmental

Control
P. O. Box 98922
Lincoln, Nebraska 68509-8922

Mr. Iarry Bohlken, Chairman
Nemaha County Board of Commissioners
Nemaha County Courthouse
1824 N Street
Auburn, Nebraska 68305

Senior Resident inspector ;
U.S. Nuclear Regulatory Commission
P. O. Box 218
Brownville, Nebraska 68321.

Regional Administrator, Region IV
U.S. Nuclear Regulatory Commission
611 Ryan Plaza Drive, Suite 1000-
Arlington, Texas 76011

Mr. Harold Borchert, Director
Division of Radiological Health
Nebraska Department of Health
301 Centennial Mall, South.
P. O. Box 95007
Lincoln, Nebraska 68509-5007

,
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Mr. George A. Trevors 2 January 8,'1991L
f

This request is covered by 0ffice of-Management and; Budget Clearance Number l

3150 0011, which expires January 31, 1991.- The estimated average number of ;'

burden hours is 20 person hours per licensee response, including searching . ;

data sources,-gathering and analyzing the information, and writing the-
requested--reports. Send comments regarding this burden ostimate or any.
other aspect of this collection-of:information, including suggestions for ;
reducing this burden, to-the Information and Records Management Branch
(MNBB.7714),DivisionofInformationSupportServices,OfficeiofInformation
Resources Mangement, U.S. Nuclear Regulatory Commission,- Washington, D.C.
20555; and to the Paperwork Reduction Project (3150 0011), Office of-
Information and Regulatory Affairs, NE08-3019' Office of. Management and-

~

,

Budget, Washington, 0.C. 20503.

Sincerely,
,

!

Original Signed by: j'

Paul-- W. O'Connor-

Thomas P. Gwynn,-Acting Director
Project Directorate IV-1-

.

Division of Reactor Projects III .IV, and VE .!
Office of Nuclear Reactor Regulation 1

Enclosures: DISTRIBUTION
As stated Docket F1 6" NRC & Local PDR -PD4-1 Reading- d

BBoger(MS13E4) MVirgilio(MS13E4) |TQuay !
P0'Connor- -- OGC(MS15B18)- :(cc w/ enclosures:

LBerry -)(MSP-315)ACRS(10 PD4-1 PlantcFile Edordan(MNBB3701)See next page
AThadani(MS8E2) .P. Harrell, Region.IV .0 Lynch (MS13E21)
JHannon(MS13E21) SNEwberry(MS8H3): .AGody,Jr.(MS13E21)_

*See Previous Concurrence
'

OFC- :*PO4 1/LA :*PO4 1/PM :*PD4 1/0 <: . 7: : ;

| ......:................:..............: g g . .:..............:..............:.............-
4

'NAME :LBerry. :P0'Connor:lh :Muy, . : -: :

......:................:..............:.........T :..............:..............:............. .

lDATE :01/04/91 :01/08/91 :01/08/91 : :' :

OFFICIAL RECURD COPY Document-Name: COOPER /ATW5 i
~
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ENCLOSURE 1

1'/ h UMTED sTAfst# n NUCLF AR REGUL ATORY COMMISSION
-*

{l J wAscotow. o. c. eous
-
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t ' W.3/g September 20, 1990e..,*

Mr. George J. Beck, Chairman
BWR Owners' Group
Philadel>hia Electric Company
955 65 Caesterbrook Blvd., M/C 63B 5
Wayne, PA 19087 5691

Dear Mr. Beck:

I am writing in response to Mr. Stephen D. Floyd's letter of August 11,1989,
which appealed the staff's position on required diversity of trip units in thealternate rod injection system (ARI) from tri
staff's(pos)itionandtheBWROwne(ATWSrule|s.punitsin'thereactortripsystem RTS under 10 CFR 50.62

I have decided in favor of thers' Group appeal is denied.

As you know, the ATWS rule requires an ARI which is diverse from the RTS from
the sensor output to the final actuation device.

In 1988 the Brunswick ARI
'

was irstalled using analog trip units which were similar to the trip units inthe RTS.
and other factors in favor of acceptability.Thelicenseeciteddiverseenergitationstates(energizetotrip).However, the NRC staff did not
acceat the design, concluding that the ARI trip units should be unlike those ,

in tae RTS. The issue was appealed to the Director of the Office of Nuclear
Reactor Regulation (NRR) and the appeal was denied on two previous occasions,

t

After receipt of the latest appeal (Mr. Floyd's letter of August
NRR staff perfonned additional studies and concluded its position was the11,1989)the
proper one. The matter was then reviewed by the Committee to Review Generic
Requirements (CRGR) which recomended in favor of the staff position.- After
considering the issues I have concluded that the staff's position is the
proper implementation of the ATWS rule in this case and, thus, it should befollowed. Trip units in the ARI should be diverse from trip _ units in-the RTS.
The degree of diversity that you proposed (including different energization

-

states and other factors) is not sufficient. By separate correspondence,
affected licensees will be requested to propose a schedule for achievingcompliance,,

i

It should be recognized that this is a generic position and there could be
reason for making exceptions in specific casest however, no requests for

i

| relief are currently under review.

One question, raised during discussions of this matter, concerned whether
adherence to the staff position might reduce overail-scram system reliability.
Our conclusion is that the staff position should enhance overall reliability..
It is expected that the reliable trip units currently in the ARI will be'

replaced with units that have comparable reliability but which are of
different manufacture. Thus, no significant reduction in reliability of the
system is expected. Concerns that the-new trip units may be inherently much
less reliable or may cause difficulties due to procedure mixups do not appear

g' y S.O S
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warranted. Furthermore, it is generally thought that a substantial part of
the RTs unavailability (due to a multiple failure of trip units) will be
dictated by comon mode failure probabilities. In these circumstances, use of
different trip units in the ARI would enhance overall scram system
reliability.

One of the main arguments in your appeal is that the trip units in the ARI
should be considered as part of the sensors, and thus should be exempt from
the diversity requirements of the ATWS rule. The pressure / level switches
employed to perform the trip function in some systems are located inside the
sensor casings and are considered part of the sensors. However, the analog
trip units under discussion here do not resemble switches that are part of the
sensors. They are located in separate racks remote from the sensors and are
similar to analog trip units in many other systems which are not considered to
be part of the sensors. Thus, we do not consider this type of trip unit to bepart of the sensor.

Another argument was that, based on the statement of considerations which
accompanied the ATWS rule, replacement of the trip units in the RPS should not
be required unless considered reasonable and practical. For almost all of the
plants involved, replacement units are readily available and can be fit-into
existing racks without wiring or other hardware changes. The cost would be
about $170,000 per plant for these plants. Regarding the cost benefit
relationship, uncertainties in quantitative estimates of risk reduction are
substantial enough to preclude definitive conclusions; however, our estimate
indicates that the benefits exceed the cost. Based on these factors we
consider replacing the trip units reasonable and practical.

I am enclosing relevant portions of the NRR staff's submittal to CRGR, which-
documents the staff's evaluation of this appeal, and relevant portions of the
Minutes of CRGR Meeting No.189, which document the CRGR recomendations to

This material, which will be placed in the Pubite Document Room,me.
additional detail regarding our consideration of the issues involved. provides(Notethat one relevant contractor report, which was-part of the staff's submittal
to the CRGR, is not included because it contains proprietary information. The
staff will obtain a non proprietary version in the near future and forward it
toyou.)

Sincerely.

Odginal signeJ Bn
Jamas ILTaylX

James M. Taylor
Executive Director

for Operations

Enclosure: As stated

cc: Mr. Stephen D. Floyd Distribution: See next page
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ENCLOSURE 2-k UNITED STATES

y m NUCLE AR REGULATORY COMMISSION-
- e

fa s wAswiNoToN. o. c. rosse,

\ ..... / ENCLOSURE 2

LISTING OF MAIN APPEAL POINTS AND STAFF RESPONSES

Appeal Position Number 1

Page 6, Section III, Item A:
4

Item A: "The ATWS RULE Does not apply to The Rosemount Transmitter / trip Units."

The BWR owners argue: "The ATWS Rul6 clearly :cknowledges that devices upstream
of the sensor output are excluded from the reach of the Rule. The subject
circuit boards in the Rosemount/ trip units are' upstream of-the sensor output
and, accordingly, the staff's decision to require equipment diversity _ (or for
that matter, any diversity) is inconsistent with the rule."

Staff Response to Appeal Position Number 1
.

.

The staff agrees with the first part of the appeal statement above regarding
devices upstream of the sensor output; but disagrees with the second partregarding the subject circuit boards. -

The ATWS Rule clearly states that thosr devices which cro: located upstream of
the sensor output are beyond the scope of the diversity requirement.1 It has
been and continues to be the staff's 'Josition.that the phrase " upstream of the
sensor output" includes only the sensor and its associated process sensing
lines and valves which make up the front-end of a typical measuring system.
The staff does not consider, and-has-never considered to our knowledge, such
devices as signal conditioning equipment, analog trip units, or indicating /
recorders which are part of the receiving or.back end of a typical measurlng
system ~ to be " upstream" of the sensor output. ' Process measuring systems do not
always employ an analog trip unit with the sensor; such is the case of certain-
monitors installed pursuant to the guidance in Regulatory Guide 1.97 "Instru-
mentation for Light-Water-Cooled Nuclear Power Plants to' Assess Plant and
Environs Conditions During and Following an Accident." In_those applications,
the sensor outputs can be fed directly to an indicator / recorder or data -logger-without the need for a trip unit.

The staff position regarding what constitutes a sensor.'is supported by the
GeneralElectric(GE) Report,NEDC-31336 " Instrument Setpoint Methodology,"
dated October 1986; the Rosemount' Controls Inc. Product Data Sheet No. 2302;
and- several industry standards. *

GE treats the sensor and analog trip unit as two separate components when they
areusedaspartofaninstrumentchannel(PageI-4, Items 9and10,in
HEDC-31336). General Electric defines a sensor as: "The portion of-the instrument-
channel which converts the process parameter value to an electrical signal."The trip unit is defined as: "The portion of the instrument. channel which
compares-theconvertedprocessvalueofthesensor.tothetrip[ desired]value,
and provides the output " trip" signal when the trip value is reached." Another
example of GE's approach to considering these components as separate components-

- _.
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is shown on Pages I-12 and I-13 of the same report. On page I-12, the sensor
; transmitter and analog trip unit are treated as separate components in GE's
i discussion of the methodology for establishing instrument channel accuracy.'

The sensor transmitter component is represented as one. term. A (A i s equal to
transmitter accuracy) and the trip unit is represented by a di,ffer,ent term A

;

(A is equal to trip unit accuracy). On Page-1-13, in discussing instrumenE_
chbnel drift, GE assigns separate values of= drift for the transmitter and the

'

trip unit (i.e., D and D respectively). -
T g

Another example of 'this approach by -industry-regarding the separate _ nature of
the sensors-and the trip units.is demonstrated by Rosemount in their Product
Data Sheet #2302. The electrical block diagram in this example shows- the-
sensor as only:one portion of the sensor / transmitter assembly. .The sensor - '

portion. includes the capacitive element-(plates) which sense a change _in the
sensing-capsule. oil pressure which in' turn is:affected by the changes'in the-
process parameter value; the.-changes in the electrical characteristics of the-

|
.

plates are then. converted _tc a proportional = electrical signal; The1 remaining-
portion of the sensor transmitter is referred to as'the~ transmitter section and- }|includes the-demodulator.. current _ detector, oscillator, current control.

a
amplifier, and voltage regulator. The' block diagram does not show the analog
trip unit but does clearly show the converted process parameter output _ signal.
As stated above, this output; signal is sent " downstream" to indicators, trip-
units and data loggers as desired.

Additionally, all industry standards that have been reviewed by .the staff
define and treat the sensor and analog trip. unit (sometimes referred to as-a'

bistable or an alarm unit).as separate devices. These1 standards or guidelines -

,

include:
4

* IEEE Standard 603-1980: "IEEE Standard: Criteria for Safety iSystems for Nuclear Power Generating Stations"

|- * ANSI /ISA S 51.1-1979 " Process Instrumentation Terminology"

*:SAMA Standard PMC 20.1-1973 " Process Measurement and Control . '

Terminology"

l
;

* ISA-RP67.04 Part Il-1989-Draft " Methodologies for'theI
L

-

Determination of Setpoints-for Nuclear Safety-Related-

Instrumentation"

Early vintage BWR type power plants such as Oyster Creek, Dresden, Millstone, '
and the like originally used a local indicating pressure or differential-

1

pressure switches manufactured-by'Barton=to initiate the scram function or-

actuate the engineered. safety features system (s) when abnormal plant
conditions were reached. However, af ter issuance of IE Bulletin .79-018,

-

9
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" Environmental Qualification of Class IE Electrical Equipment " many of these
licenseesoptedtoreplacethelocalindicatingtypeswitchwIthananalogtype

i measuring system consisting of the sensor / transmitter (described above) and-an
! analog trip unit to perform the same fp ctions. The sensors of each system

sense the plant process in the same manner. The indicating switch, which is
located in the body of the sensor, operates from physical movement of the
sensor's sensing element (e.g., bourdon tube ~, diaphragm, bellows, etc.) whereas
its counterpart, the trip unit, needs an electrical conversion (after the
sensingelementmovement)andthentransmission(signalconditiening)ofthe
resultant signal to the trip unit to provide the same scram trip or actuation
functions as the indicating switch. Replacing the switches in=the RTS or ARI,<

i which are outside the scope of the ATWS Rule, with the analog transmitter and-
| trip unit adds a component (the trip unit) which the staff views not to be part i

of the sensor and within the diversity requirements of the Rule. Te BWROG-
disagrees.

i

On page 6 of the Appeal, the BWROG presents an excerpt taken from SECY 83-293
as support for its contention that the sensor / trip unit should be treated as
one device. This excerpt is taken from an appendix to the ATWS Task Force
recomendations regarding an ATWS Rule. The excerpt from.SECY 83 293 reads:

"The trip portion of the senso.r system consists of bistables
that signal an out-of-tolerance condition. This portion of the
system is vulnerable to bistable calibration errors and like
component common cause failures. However, continuous monitoring

i of the sensor output, and the frequent testing of the trip
values provide:a good chance of discovery of such comon-cause
nroblems.... Though differences exist in the level of redundancy
end logic structure, these only influence the independent failure
contribution which does not contribute significantly to the-overall

-

RPS unavailability. Therefore, for the purposes of this-analysis,
the sensor portion of the RTS will be ignored."

| This discussion can be interpreted in a manner that reflects the view of the~

BWROG or interpreted in anot1er manner to support the staff's position on.
this issue. Review of all of the Task Force Report,.however, contradicts the,

BWROG interpretation.of the above excerpt. The following excerpt taken from
the same report states that the transmitters, amplifiers, logic matrices and
relays are part of the measuring. systems logic subsystem. In this statement
even the transmitters are said to lack diversity, and the: sensor is the only-
device that is not considered to be part of the logic subsystem. The excerpt
reads:

i "The transmitters, amplifiers, logic matrices, and relays that
make up the logic subsystems do have redendancy to some degree,
but ' generally lack diversity. The PRA's conducted to date

| generally have not quantified the contribution to unavailability
| caused by the possible. common cause influences on the logic

subsystems. The failure rates for these components are low and
multiple failures are rare, although multiple failures caused by
such influences as temperature degradation for certain logic
components have been reported. Failures in these components are
generally not announced at once and must await surveillance
testing. In addition, com arator adjustments and calibrations
can introduce human error.p'

sv -" Y 'W-
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We conclude that this report is ambiguous with respect to defining the scope of~ t

the Rule. '

Finally, all PWR power plants are also requ' ired by the' ATWS Rule to. install _ new
sys tems . They employ the analog type measuring systems similar to those-
measuring systems in use at many BWRs to. actuate a diverseDscram system and/or-
diverse auxiliary feedwater/ turbine-trip systems ;To date, the staff'is not
aware of any utility interpretation of the _ Rule that led to =non-divorse ' trip

t units or bistables. On the-contrary, all-plants to our knowledge -have
designed and-are installing systems that'use,different bistables/ trip unitsiin
the RTS and ATWS systems.

We conclude that the background _information on sensor channels and logic sub-
systems'in SECY 83-293 is ambiguous and does not support the BWROG. 'We conclude .

that the definition of sensor-in the literature and in-practice is clear and
that the ATWS Rule does apply'to the trip units.= '

y

Appeal position Number 2 '

Page 9, Section-Ill, item B:-

Item B: '" Even if it is determined that.the ATWS Rule applies to'the Rosemount/-,

trip units', these units meet the Rule."-

The BWROG acknowledges the need for the:Comission's diversity requirement
"from sensor output to the final-actuation device." However, they maintain
that the Rule does not specify the type of diversity,-but simply requires-
diversity. Because the _ alternate rod injection;(ARI) system employs combinations
of methods of diversity- such as_-equipment, functional', and application state
diversity, the BWROG reasons that the system complies with the ATWS Rule.

. $_taff Response to Appeal-Position Number 2

The Statement of Considerations-published with the ATWS Rule defines what is-,

meant by the term " diversity" as required.in the ATWS Rule. 1The Statement of
.

Considerations states that-" equipment diversity" is:the primary' objective of
the general term " diversity" in:the Rule. The staff has always interpreted

, equipment' diversity to mean unlike or different equipment.-

During staff reviews of-various utility ATWS designs, equipmentidiversity.has
always played a'significant role'whe_n assessin0;the acceptability of a given
functionally diverse. application,:as -in the case of tthe ARI system. - For -
example, two instrument ch6nnels- that are measuring:different plant: parameters

.

such as level and flow and are part of the same ' logic matrix, are sufficiently.-

i

diverse only if the' components in each channel are different from-sensor output-
up to and' including the final actuation' devices:that vent the air header. . In

. addition, past experiences and the studies conducted Ljointly by industry and
the NRC that''ed to the ATWS Rule.and the associated: Statement of Considerations.
leave no doubt that the intent of " diversity"fset forth ini he Rule is tot:

improve the reliability of the scram function by minimizing the potential for.

.
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comon mode failures. The staff believes that_this increase in reliability
is achieved through equipment diversity so long as the potential orawbacks of
diversity (such as unreliable equipment or additional failure modes) are
adequately addressed.

The need for equipment diversity can be illustrated by reviewing events involving
equipment used in the reactor trip systems to achieve _ a reactor scram.- For
example, the Salem event resulted largely from inadequate equipment diversity.
Two identical undervoltage trip attachments, located one in each of two reactor
trip circuit breakers, simultaneously failed to perform their intended functions
following a demand to scram, thereby causing the ATWS event. |

Anexampleof'acomponentfailurethathasapotentiajjto lead' to comon modefailure recently uccurred when a defective component - was used in-the Rosemount
710 Master and Slave trip unit circuitrf. These are the trip units in question.
The deficiency was caused by a change in the manufacturing process. Specifically,
under certain environmental and operating conditions,-the trip unit may fail to
actuate as intended even when in different energized states. The vendor has-

notified end. users of the potential problem and has offered a replacement unit
considered more suitable for the intended service. In. addition, our recent search of
the Nuclear plants Reliability Da'ta System (NPRDS) uncovered other f ailures
involving the Rosemount trip units which bring into question the perception
that they are h1ghly reliable and not vulnerable to comon mode failure. The
following are " Failure Descriptive Narratives" submitted by .just one licensee
about faulty Rosemount trip units:

. Grand Gulf personnel while conducting an 18. month surveillance
test noted that an analog trip unit indicated a trip condition,

t but no reactor protection system response occurred. . Subsequent
investigation of the cause for failure revealed that a defective
Rosemount trip unit was determined to contain two faulty opera.
tional amplifiers, a faulty potentiometer, one faulty timer and
une faulty diode.

- Grand Gulf-personnel experienced another failure of a Rosemount *

trip unit and in the Cause of failure Narrative they state in
part that "... the input diode failure is considered a normal
electrical failure." The diode was replaced, a retest was
performed satisfactorily on the trip unit,.and it was returned to
service.

The examples cited above are intenced to illustrate the purpose of the diverse
equipment in the ARI system which is to improve scram reliability by minimizing-
the potential for common n. ode failures-and to enhance the confidence level that
al_1 power reactor plants will automatically scram on demand. >

............

1/ (Part 21 notifications on Rosemount model 710 Trip / Calibration units and-

414 E/F resistence bridges, dated August 17 and-October 10,1989)-

.

_
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This is not to say that the staff has always required completely different
equipment in all instances during Itcensees' proposals to provide a diverse or i
alternate trip system.- In the.past, the staff has exercised engineering
judgement and will continue to do-soLas questions on equipment diversity and
the degree of_ design difference arise. The staf f's decisions on these diversity ;
issues are based on the reasonableness and practicableness of the given
application coupled with a judgement regarcing fundamental-design differences.

. These are the bases the staff has used in arriving at the present decision to
| -require licensees to use trip units in the ARI system diverse from similar-
| functional trip units being-used in the _ reactor. trip system.

| The BWROG argues against the use of diverse trip units and maintains that i
diversity from the RTS is already achieved throughout the ARI by combinations' t

| of allowable methods of diversity. It states the ARI-system employs equipment,
functional, and application state (i.e., de-energized versus energized) diversity ~-
from the RTS=and thus complies with the Rule,

The staff agrees that combinations of methods such as-energiration states -the
use of AC power versus DC power, functional diversity, components:from different-
manufacturers', and different components from the same manufacturer are-used
when assessing the diversity-issue. In addition to these methods other factors-
that may influence the assessment include the history of successfu,l operationi

and the ability to demonstrate reliability through periodic surveillance tests.
,

With respect to the'BWROG contention thatithe.present ARI. system com' plies with - '

the Rule, the staff has carefully reviewed the. scenario presented on;pages-9'
and 10 of the appeal and. disagrees with BWROG position for_the following i

i reasons:
1

* Functional diversity using different components is an acceptable means-
to meet the diversity requirement of the ATWS Rule. However, for the
BWROG Loss of Feedwater event .(LOF) mentioned above -there -is no func-

- tionally diverse trip that uses diverse equipment to automatically
initiatt scram and mitigate the LOF-event. For a LOF,'the only RPS|

| signal is low reactor water level. [Thisissueis= discussed-indetail
in the attached contractor report' dated February'1990, Enclosure 3.]

Very little trip unit diversity is provided by different energization*

; states. The bistable element-(as stated on Page 10 of the appeal)=is
not the only active component on the trip unit-during normal operation.
The staff maintains that active components are not-just components that
have a physical movement such as relays or switches. Active _ components- '

that could fail due.to common cause are also those components that change
their electrical states such as logic networks, zener diodes,:and;

:

1

4
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transistors. Examples of components that don't continually change
electrical state are resistors, capacitors, terminal strips and
potentiometers.

*
The issue of reasonableness is not violated because there are trip
units available that have diverse active components as defined above.

*
The practicable aspect of this issue is not violated because the cost.
to replace or use diverse trip units is not prohibitive if the trip-
unit card manufactured by GE is used.

*
Other trip units that are availab.le for replacement have proven
histories of successful operation in similar service applications at
many nuclear power plants..

*

The use of other available diverse trip units will improve reliability
and will minimize the potential for common mode failures in the ARI
systems at BWR type power plants.

The BWROG'has argued that the drawbacks of diversity outweigh the. safetybenefits in this case, in an effort to assist us in the assessment of the
safety benefit of replacing the trip units in the ARI with different trip
units, we have, with the assistance of our contractor, reviewed in detail the
quantitative reliability and risk assessments performed by the BWR Owners'
Group and CP&L which were referenced in the BWROG appeal.

Current PRAs are not helpful in resolving this issue because comon mode
f ailures between the RPS and the ARI are not modeled at all or in very little
detail. For example, prior to the ATWS Rule, the Utility Group on-ATWS did not
explicitly include comon mode failures involving the RPS 'and ARI in its
ana lys is. The values usod in its analysis suggest that comon mode failures
are not considered at all. The Brunswick pRA reference.d-in the CP&L appeal
also provides no models sufficiently detailed to aid in this evaluation. The
simplified analysis provided by CP&L does provide a ecmmon mode failure
analysis but also introduces considerable benefit from manual scram by the
operator. The General Electric analysis includes common cause failures within
each trip function but does not-include any consideration of comon-cause
failure of identical trip units that exist in all of these functions. Even the
staff ATWS models which provided a basis for the recommended ATWS rule did not
model components such as trip units separately. A more detailed review and
description of these analyses is contained in Enclosure 3.

The improvement in overall system reliability provided by diversity is
dif ficult to estimate quantitatively. However, also contained in Enclosure 3
is a quantitative estimate of this improvement using the same event trees used
by the staff in recomending the ATWS Rule. While the uncertainties in such
estimates are large, we believe that the estimates in Enclosure 3 are reasenable
and that they provide an improved methodology for evaluating the safety benefit.
In addition to concluding that replacing the ARI trip units would be cost
beneficial, these models point out systematically that, contrary to our previous
understanding that equipment outside the scope of the ATWS Rule (sensors) was
diverse to a very large extent in the BWR design, identical trip units exist in
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all instrumentation channels that automatically trip the plant.in response to-
a loss of feedwater event. :We conclude that installation-of: reliable trip units
that are different will improve-safety. -

4

With respect to the " drawbacks-of-diversity" that the-BWROG noted ,in!itsc
letter'to J. Taylor 11, 1989, and:in:thetubsequentmeeting; |,with'the staff _(same-NRC, dated Augustsubject)onNovember 15, 1989, little new or substantive-
information was offered in response-to the ED0's: request for informationi
Enclosure 3, on pages 15 through 19 discusses in-~detailithe-events surround U

.

ing the three drawbacks of: diversity highlighted:by BWROG.-:We conclude-that- i

there are no significant drawbacks to installing different tr.ip units.
-Appect position Number 3

9

Page 11, Section 111, Item C:-

Item C: If the term " diversity" is more broadly construed to require " equipment-
diversity," such construction should.be readi as " equipment sdiversity,ito the
extent reasonable and: practicable."

The BWROG maintains that as stated in its Appeal Position Number 2, the Rule
itself does not impose-a, limitation on diversity 50 as to require;that all-~

diversity be achieved through diversity of equipment. Rather, the staff's
support 'or equipment diversity cames from guidance set forthlin the Statement
of-Considerations.

Staff Response to Appeal Number 3

As noted in the staff responses to Appeal Position Number 2,fluenced by theposition regarding functional and equipment diversity are in. the: staff's
aspects of both reasonableness and practicableness, risk: reduction / benefit-
gained, and engineering judgement. Additionally,ithese staff positions' have

-

been and continue to be strongly influenced by the guidance-set'forth>in' the
Statement-of Considerations-as the Owners' Group indicated above.,

-

Responses to the many concerns and assertions that the BWROG; raised throughout
this' appeal position are addressed in.the staff responses |to Appeal Positions-1
and:2'herein and/or in Enclosure 3.-

Conclusion

We conclude that the original NRR position is the~ proper one.- Th'e defini". ion-
'of'a sensor in:the literature and-in-practice is clear, and the diversity statement
in the ATWS Rule applies to the--analog trip units. The-language found in;an-
appendix to the ATWS Task Force Report attached to SECY 83-293 recomending-a -
rule is: ambiguous. We conclude that,in the:affected: plants no diverse: equipment
to the RTS analog trip units exists for automatically scraming the reactor'
following a loss of feedwater. The BWROG provided insufficient information
to support their assertions regarding the drawbacks of' diversity. Our review-

-

indicates that these suggested drawbacks ~areinon-existent or are not'signif.icant.
Finally, we conclude that replacement of the. Rosemount trip units 'will improve-

-

safety, is cost beneficial, and should proceed. lt is our judgement- that'such |

action is. reasonable and practicable and is consistent with the' guidance issued- |with the ATWS Rule. -

1
.
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inclosure 3 to the Minutes of CRGR Meetino No. 189 -
,

Appeal by the BWR Owners' Group Recarding Staff Position
[ en Diversity of Trip Units in the Alternate Roe In.ieetion system
!

June 27, 1990
9

TOPIC

A. Thadani, S. Newbstry, G. Mauck and V. Thomas of NRR presented for CRGR
review information concerning an appeal by the BWR Owners' Group regarding the
staff's position on diversity of the trip units in the alternate rod injection
system (ARI) from trip units in the reactor trip system (RTS).

The ATVS rule (10CFR50.62), which was issued in 1964, required an ARI that was
diverse (fros.the RTS) from sensor output to final actuation device. It also
required submittal of information to demonstrate the adequacy of the systaa.

In 1988 Carolina Power and Light Company installed the ARI at the Brunswick
plants using Rosecount analog trip units. These ARI trips were provided by-
the saae manufacturer as the analog trip units bePig used in the RTS and were
similar to the RTS trip units. The Itcensee cited diverse energitation states
(enegerize to trip), physical separation, and functional diversity to indicate
acceptability in the appiteation at Brunswick. -

The NRC staff did not accept the licensee's approach, indicating that the ARI-
trip units should be of different manufacture than those in the RPS. (This
could be achieved by using dissimilar units from the same manufacturer or from
a different manufacture). However, the staff allowed the Itcenses to operate
the plant during the (then) forthcoming fuel cycle before replacing the trip

<

units.

The licensee, joined by the BVR Owners' Group, appealed the staff position to,

l the Director of HRR and the appeal was denied. The BWR Owners'' group
subsequently appealed again to the Director of NRR and the appeal was again
denied. Then the BWR Owners' Group appealed to the Executit's-Director for
Operations (E00). The EDO referred the matter to the CRGR to review the
appeal ano provice recommenostions to the EDO. The
was to conduct the review and make reconnendattorns. purpose of this meeting

In other formats, including review of a GE topical report and review of other
plant submittals, the staff had generally taken the same position regarding
diversity of the RTS trip units. However, in one case (Monticello) the staff
had accepted a design where some (but not all) of the ARI trip units were from
the same manufacturer as the RTS trip units. The BWR Owners' Group appeal did
not argue that the Monticello approval would mean that the staff's actions on
other plants would be backfits, nor did the staff considar that to be the

However, the /wners' Group did argue that the Monticello precedenti case. /

supported a Adven'. In resor of its appeal.'

-.
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The primary arguments made in the appeal were:

(1) The ARI trip units should be considered part of the sensor and thus !! be excluded from the diversity requirements of the ATWS rule.

(2) If the ARI trip units were subject to diversity requirements they should be
considered te seet the requirement based on diverse energitation states
and separation. In addition, there were diverse parameters, sensors and
trips for transients other than the loss of feedwater transient. For the
loss of feedwater transient there was time for operation action.

(3) As discussed in the statement of considerations for the ATWS rule,
diversity should be required to the extent raasonable and practical.
The Monticello design approval provided a precedent in support of a
judgment that replacing the trip units should not be considered
reasonable and practical. Comparing the costs against the safety

, benefits of changing the trip units indicatati e. hat the change should be'

considered unwarranted.
| The NRR staff considered the current appeal and performed additional studies

and concluded that (1) the trip units were not part of the sensors and thus not
exempt from diversity requireeents; (2) the energitation state diversity and,

| cther factors did not provide sufficient diversity, particularly for feedwater
transients where only one parameter and automatic trip function operate; and,:

(3) changing the trip units would be reasonable and practical.

Slides used by the staff in its presentation are provided as an attachment to
i this enclosure.

BACKGROUND

The owners' Group appeal was transmitted to the CRGR by a memorandum dated
September 18, 1989 from J. Taylor to E. Jordan, subjrst: CRGR Review of
Backfitting Appeals. The enclosures included:

(1) Letter dated August 11, 1989 from S. Floyd, BWR Owners' group, to
J. Taylor, NRC, Subject: Appeal from Staff Decision Requiring Total
Equipment Diversity Under ATVS Rule (10 CFR 50.62). The attachments
included:

(a) Appeal of Staff Decision Concerning the Diversity Requirement of the
ATVS Rule (10 CFR 50.62).

'

(b) Letter dated June 14, 1989 from F. Remick, ACRS, to L. Zech, NRC,
Subject: Reliability and Diversity.

The staff's position on sn) appeal ..s transwiitted oy a memorandum dated
May 30, 1990 from F. Miragita to E. Jordan, Subject: Roquest for CRGR Review
of the BWROG Appeal of the Staff Position Regarding Diversity of Rosemount,

Trip Units. The enclosures included:

,

d
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(1) Draf t letter to DVROG

(2) Listing of Main Appeal Points and Staff Responses

(3) A letter report dated February 9, 1990 from 5. Hanauer, Technical
Anslysis Corporation to A. Nolan, EG&G Idaho, Inc., entitled 'A Revier of
Diversity in Trip Units."

In addition, the following documents were provided to the members:

(1) Letter dated August 31, 1989 from J. Taylor NRC to 5. Floyd, BVROG
requesting information.

(2) Memorandum dated April 25, 1990 froe M. Lynch to J. Hannon documenting a
meeting with the BVROG on November 15, 1990.

(3) Hamorandum dated January 27,1989 from 5. Newberry to A. Thadani
documenting a meeting with the BVROG on January 12, 1989.

CONCLUSIONS /RECOMENDATIONS

The Committee recommended in favor of upholding the staff's position.

The following points were noted during the discussions:

1. It was noted that the Advisory Ccamittee on Reactor Safeguards (ACRS) had
previously raised questions about the effect of diversity on overall
system reliability and indicated that, where diversity is to be required,
effort should be made to ensure that it will contribute to increased
reliability rather than making the systaa less reliable.

2. The CRGR considered the effects of the staff position en overall scran
system reliability and agreed with the NRR staff that its position could
be expected to enhance reliability. The following points were addressed
curing the ciscussion, the existing reliable trip units in the ARI would
be replaced with units free a different manufacturer than those in the
RTS but of comparable reliability. This should not decrease overall
scram system reliability. There would be a question about this conclusion
if the replacement units were much less reliable because of inherent
unreliability or other factors such as maintenance difficulties.- However,
neither situation was expected to be the case. Furthermore, it was
generally believed that a substantial part of the RTS unavailability (due
to multiple trip unit failure) would be dictated by common mode failures.
In these circumstances, use of a different trip unit in the ARI should
enhance ovsrall scram system reliability

3. With regard to whether the benefits were grea6 r than the costs:

(a) The Owners' Group, in its appeal, had performed a simplified
calculation indicating that the benefits were less than the costs.

.
.
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(b) The NRR staff's consultant had perforsed a more detailed calculation
(which nevertheless was characterited as simplified) indicating
that the benefits were more than the costs.

(c) The NRR staff had concluded in its review package that, while the
uncertainties were large, its consultant's estimates were reasonable
and provided an improved sethodology for evaluating the safety
benefit.

(d) CRGR conroents indicated that the calculations could be perfereed
differently, Indicatin
This did not, however,g that the benefits were less than the costs.mean that these results would be better than
the staff's consultants' results. It meant that the answer was
indeterminate as to whether the benefits were greater than the costs.

4. The CRGR did not consider the trip units to be part of the sensor 6 (which
are excluded from the diversity requirements of the ATW$ rule).

5. The staff position was a generic position. It was recognized that, en a
plant specific basis, there night be reasons to deviate froc. the genericposition. For example..if it should turn out that Oyster Creek would
experience extraordinary difficulty and great expense in implementing the
position, there sight be a basis for the licensee to request relief.

6. The staff's position was not considered to be a backfit (nor had the
Dw'. ors' Group argue 1 that it was). However, G e staff had previously
approved a systaa at Monticello that did not fully meet the generic;,osition. It was recognized that the staff might consider rescinding the
honticallo aproval; if ou, such en action would be consicereo a plantspecific backfit.

7. CRGR comments indicated that the sensors at one end of the scraa system
and relays which were part of the final actuated device at the other end,
which were exempt from diversity requirements, might represent more of a
risk with regaro to common moot f ailure than the t.'p units. However,
there did not appear to be sufficient risk to warrant considering a change
in the ATVS rule to require diversity in these areas.

8. The CRGR did not consider changes in the rule or the staff's guidance for
the purpose of enhancing clarity to be necessary or warranted.

9. The CRGR considered it unfortunate that so many staff and licensee
resources had been expended on repeated appeals regarding this issue
which is of relative)y minor significance at modest cost.

.
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ATWS RULE (10CPR50.62) IMPLEMENTATION STATM |
'

-

||'' RI,0 CE </I ARI RPT SIM I

PLANTS DATE DATE D?TE
1
1

. ,

3 BIG ROCK POINT 1 I EXPT EXPT C
,

2 BRohHS TERRY 1 2 ? C C !

2 BR0 HTS TERRY 2 I ? C C
2 BRohTS TERRY 3 2 ? C C'

2 BRUNSWICK 1 I ? C C
'

2 BRUNSWICK 2 I ? C C
3 CLINTON 1 C C u C
4 C00PER 1 C C C C

J 3 DRESDEN 2 I ? C C
3 DRESDEN 3 I ? C C

-

! 3 DUANE ARNOLS C C C C
3 TERMI 2 2 ? C C
1 TITIPATRICK 1 I ? C C

4

2 GRAND GULT 1 C C C C
: 2 MATCH 1 2 12/90 12/90 C

2 MATCH.2 I 12/91 12/91 C
1 MOPE CREEK 1 C C, C .C

'

i 3 1A SALLE 1 I ? C C
,

'

3 LA SALLE 2 I ? C C
1 LIMERICK 1 C C C C
1 LIMERICK 2 C C C 'C
1 MILLSTONE 1 C C C C
3 MONTICELLo-1 -

? C C
1 NINE MILE POINT 1 C C C C'

1 N'Nr MILE POINT 2 C C C C
1 C', '31 CREEK i I ? C C
1 PV 30TTOM 2 C C C C
1 Pt. 4 00TTOM 3 C C C C
3 PERRY 1 C C C C
3 PIIARIM 1 I ? C C
3 QUAD CITIES 1 I ? C C
3 QUAD CITIES 2 I ? C C
4 RIVER BEND 1 C C C C
1 SHOREMAM 1 1 ? C C
1 SUSQUEHANNA 1 C C C C

' 1 SUSQUERANNA 2 C C C C
1 VEPMNT YANKEE 1 I ? C C4

5 WP2 C C C C

|
4

! NOTE: ? INDICATES Bh'R OhHER'S GROUP APPEAL DIVERSITY CONCERN.

ALL Bk'RS (EXCEPT BIG ROCK POINT) RAVE INSTALLED ARI, RPT,
i AND SLCS. DATES ARE LISTED TOR PIANTS To PULTILL ALL COMMITTMENTS
j MADE IN REVIEW (TESTABILITY, ETC.)
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